Spec Sheet
G2 slim™ Interactive Flat Panel
G2 slim Interactive Flat Panel
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Sound Matters – a lot

•
•
•
•

Available in 55, 65, 75, & 86”
Sound bar standard – top
mounted!
G2 MultiShare streaming
G2 Annotate software
14W-per-channel audio
G2 Spoke Classroom Audio
System optional (“A” series)
4k resolution (3840 x 2160)
2mm tracking accuracy
5-year warranty
Optional i5 or i7 OPS

Imagine trying to figure out a TV show with the sound off. Now imagine trying the same thing
but with the sound on but your eyes closed. Right—sound matters, a lot.
G2’s new slim series of interactive flat panels have extraordinary sound. The G2 Sound Bar is
included with every slim panel. And the sound bar is up where it makes sense, at the top, right
where the student’s ears are. The standard G2 slim speakers are powered by a 14 Watt-perchannel power amplifier.

If that Sounds Good, This Will Sound Even Better
Classroom audio is about more than just a great sound bar and a powerful amplifier. Today’s
classroom audio included Assistive Listening Systems, a microphone for the teachers, and handheld microphones for student use. The “A” versions of G2 slim add the incredible feature set of
G2’s Spoke Classroom Audio System – all embedded in the panel!
The G2 Spoke system provides support for up to four simultaneous microphones in any
combination of student and teacher models.

And Then There’s Android, and Android Apps
Every G2 slim panel comes with both our G2 MultiShare streaming software which allows
sharing to the user devices in the classroom – live and in real time. G2 MultiShare also allows
displaying up to nine classroom devices on the panel. G2 Overlay whiteboard and annotation
software is also included as standard. Quick and easy to learn, simple to use, and fast!
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